Pathwords
Enter one letter per circle
so that the phrase "ONE
FISH TWO FISH RED FISH
BLUE FISH" can be made
by moving along the given
paths. Some paths are
used more than once.
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Layers of Meaning
Each symbol is composed of the overlapping letters of a single word. No letters are
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nd
rotated or reflected. The font is shown below. The category for all six words is: Reptiles.
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abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
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- Action with an envelope

Split Decisions

- Be without
- "Bogus!"

Enter one letter per circle

- Connection

so that a four-letter word

- Hair pests

can be read along every

- Item from Aladdin

path. Clues for the words

- It's trapped by dryers

are given in random order.

- Valentine decoration
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Maze with a Twist
In this maze, you can only
move from your current box to
any other box in the same row
or column if that box's word
shares at least one letter with
the word in your current box.
Try to get from START to END
in this manner in as few moves
as possible.

START

BUDDY

PRIM

FOX

SCHWA

CAMP

FLUFF

NEWBIE

DOOM

SKY

BOZO

JEEPERS

ITCHY

LEVER

PUN

KITTY

PULL

FANGS

MIX

LOGO

DOJO

SQUALL

END

WHEEZE TRAGIC
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Spell Checkers
Answers to the 18 clues are each
four letters long and contain two
consonants and two vowels. The
four letters of each answer are
placed around its number in
random order, with consonants
entered on white squares and
vowels on gray squares. The grid
wraps around, so the first row is
the same as the last row and the
first column is the same as the
last column.
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1. Come together
2. Island in the Western Pacific
3. Fence feature
4. Parts of a yard
5. Button on a remote
6. Desire
7. Karma determines it, supposedly
8. Guided excursion
9. Great Barrier ___
10. Like certain bets?
11. Part of a Mexican combo plate
12. Tales of times past
13. Container
14. Potential stocking-stuffer
15. Sign on some displays
16. Vancouver-Ottawa heading
17. Cartoon company
18. Fancy shindig
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